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We describe the system design of the first bioluminescence tomography (BLT) system for parallel acquisition of multiple bioluminescent views around a mouse in a number of spectral channels simultaneously. The primary component of this BLT system
is a novel mirror module and a unique mouse holder. The mirror module consists of a mounting plate and four mirrors with
stages. These mirror stages are right triangular blocks symmetrically arranged and attached to the mounting plate such that the
hypotenuse surfaces of the triangular blocks all make 45◦ to the plate surface. The cylindrical/polygonal mouse holder has semitransparent rainbow bands on its side surface for the acquisition of spectrally resolved data. Numerical studies and experiments
are performed to demonstrate the feasibility of this system. It is shown that bioluminescent signals collected using our system
can produce a similar BLT reconstruction quality while reducing the data acquisition time, as compared to the sequential data
acquisition mode.
Copyright © 2006 Ge Wang et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Bioluminescent imaging has proven to be instrumental for
studying gene expression, protein interaction, and cellular
dynamics in small animal models, and promises to have major impacts on small animal studies towards the development
of molecular medicine [1–3]. Bioluminescence tomography
(BLT) is to reconstruct a bioluminescent source distribution
inside a living mouse from optical signals measured on the
body surface of the animal [4–20]. The BLT performance can
be improved if the composite optical data are spectrally separated [14, 18, 20]. To collect multispectral bioluminescent
data, optical filters are currently used one at a time in front of
a CCD camera lens [18, 20]. To collect multiview images, the
Xenogen IVISTM bioluminescent imaging system 3D series
utilizes a rotating mechanism to capture up to eight views
one at a time [16]. Another system use a mirror system to
collect four views of a mouse, but this system does not allow
that the camera system is focused on all the four views, since
these views have diﬀerent distances to the CCD [18]. Both
the systems are incapable of collecting multispectral data simultaneously [16, 18].

Since bioluminescent reporters are much dimmer than
fluorescent reporters, bioluminescent data acquisition generally takes much longer time than that for fluorescent imaging, 5 to 10 minutes is normal for one exposure if the bioluminescence source is deep inside a mouse. The bioluminescent signal decays over about 1 hour. In most cases,
we prefer taking four views (front, back, and two sides)
around a mouse, one hour is adequate to take four pictures. However, there is an increasing interest in multispectral bioluminescence tomography, since multispectral images can provide much more information and realize the
possibility to utilize more than one bioluminescence probes
[21]. In the multispectral case, if we have four spectral
channels, the one-hour window is not suﬃcient to take
all the images sequentially. Hence, collecting multiview and
multispectral bioluminescent signals simultaneously is extremely desirable for multispectral bioluminescence tomography.
In Section 2, we will describe the system architecture. In
Section 3, we will present the multispectral BLT reconstruction method. In Section 4, we will evaluate the system performance in numerical and mouse studies using our multiview
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Figure 1: Bioluminescence tomography (BLT) system design for simultaneous acquisition of multiview and multispectral data. This system
consists of a multimirror module, a cylindrical/polygonal mouse holder on which rainbow bands are attached for resolving data spectrally,
a lens, and a CCD camera.

system. In Section 5, we will discuss relevant issues and conclude the paper.
2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

There are currently four bioluminescence probes: hRLuc,
CBGr68, Fluc+, and CBRed. The last two have spectral peaks
in the orange/red wavelengths (∼ 590 to 650 nm) [22]. In
this range, the light is less absorbed with a greater penetration power through tissues. We can partition the spectral [500, 750] nm into three spectral ranges: [500, 590] nm,
[590, 625] nm, and [625, 750] nm. The reason for this partition is that these intervals contain similar amounts of energy
at the mouse body temperature 37◦ C for Fluc+ and CBRed
[21, 22]. For Fluc+, the percentages are 28%, 33%, and 39%
for [500, 590] nm, [590, 625] nm, and [625, 750] nm, respectively. For CBRed, the percentages are 14%, 35%, and 51%,
respectively.
Our proposed BLT system design is mainly for parallel
acquisition of multiview and multispectral bioluminescent
data. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system. It consists of a multiview mirror module, a mouse holder with patterned filter, and a CCD camera with a lens. In Figure 1, the
multiview mirror module includes a mounting plate, four
mirror stages, and four mirrors. The aluminum mounting
plate is a square of 40 cm side length and 6 mm thickness. The
aluminum mirror stage is right triangular blocks of 125 mm
side length and 30 mm thickness. The triangular blocks are
mounted on the mounting plate symmetrically around a
mouse inside a transparent cylindrical (Syntec Technilogies,
Inc.) mouse holder of length 120 mm. A rectangular front
mirror of size 160 mm × 30 mm is attached to each of the four
hypotenuse surfaces of the mirror stages. Without use of the
multispectral components, the mirror-based system can be a
standalone multiview system. The four views of the mouse in

the mirrors are parallel to the mounting plate surface. If the
mouse is placed in the center of the four mirrors, the four
views will be in the same object plane so that the camera
can focus on all the four views simultaneously. To keep the
mouse holder in position, it was attached to the mounting
plate with a X-Y flexure stage, which can move the mouse
holder as needed.
To enhance the multiview system into a multiview multispectral system, we employ a novel mouse holder, as shown
in Figure 1. The mouse holder is a custom-designed transparent cylindrical (or polygonal) tube (Syntec Technologies,
Inc.) of length 120 mm with interleaving filter bands that
separate bioluminescent light into diﬀerent spectral channels of interest. Several mouse holders with diﬀerent radius
(10 mm to 15 mm) will be employed in our system to match
the size of the mouse. In our system, three diﬀerent filters are
placed on the side surface of the cylinder with 1 mm width
for each filter band. One filter is a low-pass filter covering the
spectral range [400, 590] nm, one filter is a band-pass filter
for the range [590, 625] nm, and another filter is a high-pass
filter for the range [625, 750] nm. The transmission at peak
for each filter is greater than 80%.
This system uses a highly sensitive CCD camera (Princeton Instruments VersArray 1300 B, Roper Scientific, Trenton,
NJ) which oﬀers 1340 × 1300 pixels, 20 × 20 μm pixel size,
and 16 bits dynamic range. From 500 nm to 750 nm, quantum eﬃciency (QE) is greater than 80%. With liquid nitrogen
the camera can be cooled down to −110◦ C to make the dark
current negligible. At this temperature, the typical CCD read
noise is 2 e rms, and the dark current is less than 1 e/p/hr for
20 μm pixel. The camera is coupled with a Nikon 85 mm f/1.4
lens with about 27 × 27.8 cm field of view at 90 cm distance.
To cover the 4 reflected bioluminescent views, the camera is
placed 0.9 m away from the mounting plate to provide an adequate field of view. An absolute intensity calibration of the
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Figure 2: Zoomed view of light transmitting through the rainbow
mouse holder.

CCD camera and the overall imaging system is necessary to
recover the signal brightness in physical unit (W/cm2 /sr). For
that purpose, the absolutely calibrated 8-inche-integrating
sphere system from SphereOptics is used. A 4-inche sphere
contains a tungsten lamp light source. A 6-position automated filter wheel with 5 filters (500 nm, 550 nm, 600 nm,
650 nm, 700 nm) and a variable attenuator with a dynamic
range up to 11000 are placed between the two spheres to select a particular wavelength and control the light level entering the 8 inches sphere. The 2-inche output aperture of the
8-inche sphere allows as low as 2.07 × 10−13 W/cm2 /sr in the
spectral region of interest. By imaging this output aperture,
the gray level of the CCD can be converted into physical unit.
The camera is calibrated on f/1.4 and at the distance of 0.9 m.
It turns out that each pixel gray level at the CCD is equivalent
to 5 × 105 photons/sr/cm2 .
Note that not all pixels in the image can be used in the reconstruction. As shown in Figure 2, since the mouse and the
mouse holder could not match perfectly. There is some distance between the mouse surface and the filters. As a result,
some of the pixels contain light from two filters. We can select those pixels that only contain light from one filter around
the central line of each filter band. As shown in Figure 2, with
the size of the pixel 20 × 20 μm, the corresponding area on
the mouse is about 200 × 200 μm. The distance between the
mouse surface and the front lens is about 90 cm, while the
size of the front lens is about 4 cm. Assume that the distance
between the mouse surface and the filter is 1 mm, the size of
each projected pixel on the filter is about 0.25 mm. Since each
filter band is about 1 mm width, it can cover at least 3 pixels
in width. From the above calculation, we can see that if the
mouse holder is suﬃciently tight, we can always find a good
number of pixels recording only one spectral band information. The disadvantage of this approach is that some of the
image pixels are wasted but they may be utilized using more
sophisticated process and analysis, which is beyond the scope
of this feasibility paper. A better way is to place a customized
filter pattern just in front of the CCD chip or use an optical
system to split light into diﬀerent spectral bands and record
the resultant signals. Since the mouse holder scheme is the
easiest and cheapest, in this paper we focus on this idea to
establish the feasibility of this multispectral bioluminescence
tomography system design.

3.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO ESTIMATION

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a camera system can be
computed as in [1]:
S
,
(1)
SNR = √
S + D × t + N2
where S is the signal per pixel in electrons, t the integration
time, D the dark current value (electrons/pixel/second), and
N the CCD read noise (electrons rms/pixel). A typical way to
increase SNR is by binning pixels prior readout. A binning
value k means that a group of k × k pixels is summed together to form one superpixel. By combining the pixels into
one superpixel we make the signal and dark current k2 times
stronger than before. The readout noise remains the same
for on-chip binning. The VersArray 1300 B CCD permits onchip binning. Hence, we have the following result:
S × k2
SNRk×k = √
.
(2)
2
S × k + D × t × k2 + N 2
The trade-oﬀ of binning is spatial resolution. In our finite element algorithm for bioluminescence tomography, the
size of each finite element is about 1 mm. In our system, each
pixel is corresponding to 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm on the mouse
body surface. If we apply a single spectral algorithm, we can
use 5 × 5 binning. If we apply a multispectral algorithm, we
can use 3 × 5 binning, because along the width of each filter
band two spectrally mixed pixels are discarded. For sequential systems, the field of view can be smaller to cover just one
mouse view, which means they can use larger binning size to
get better SNR given other conditions being identical.
There are two additional common ways to increase SNR:
increasing signal strength, and increasing integration time.
For bioluminescence imaging/tomography, we could not increase the strength of bioluminescent source but we can use
a lens with bigger aperture (a customized f/1.0 lens can help)
and employ a CCD with higher QE. As far as integration time
is concerned, because we can capture multiview and multispectral images simultaneously, the integration time can be
increased to improve the SNR.
In multispectral cases, only part of the energy can be
utilized, the signal strength will be weaker than mix-spectral cases. Let S be the signal corresponding to spectral
[500, 750] nm, let S1 , S2 , and S3 be the signal corresponding
to spectral [500, 590], [590, 625], and [625, 750] nm, respectively. We have S = S1 + S2 + S3 . The percentage of the signal
in each spectral band depends on the probe, the optical coefficients of the tissues in diﬀerent spectral bands, and the distance between a bioluminescent source to the mouse body
surface. Generally speaking, in a short wavelength spectral
band the signal is subject to more absorption and less scattering. Hence, if a light source is deep inside the tissue, spectral
[500, 590] nm can be very weak so that the CCD could not
record a strong signal but it can still receive enough photons
in the other two bands. In this case, we can still use multispectral data to do the reconstruction. Actually, the lack of
photons in the spectral range [500, 590] nm is informative
for reconstruction, which tells us that the source must be relatively deep inside the animal.
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each iteration. Mathematically, the BLT reconstruction can
be converted into the following optimization subject to regularization [22]:

4.1. Multispectral bioluminescence
tomography method



In bioluminescent imaging, photons from light-emitting luciferase probes inside a mouse may escape the mouse body
subject to attenuation. In this process, photon scattering
predominates over absorption. Hence, the photon propagation can be modeled as the well-known diﬀusion equation. Because the internal bioluminescent light is continuously on during the measurement, BLT operates only in the
CW mode. Hence, we have the following steady-state diﬀusion equation and the Robin boundary condition [8–13, 21–
24]:


−∇ · D(r, λ)∇Φ(r, λ) + μa (r, λ)Φ(r, λ) = S(r, λ) (r ∈ Ω),


Φ(r, λ) + 2A(r, λ)D(r, λ) ν(r) · ∇Φ(r, λ) = 0 (r ∈ ∂Ω),

(3)
where Φ(r, λ) represents the photon fluence rate (W/mm2 )
for spectral component λ at location r, S(r, λ) the density
of the bioluminescent source distribution (W/mm3 ), μa (r, λ)
the absorption coeﬃcient (mm−1 ), μs (r, λ) the reduced scattering coeﬃcient (mm−1 ), D(r, λ) = (3(μa (r, λ) + μs (r, λ)))−1
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, Ω the support for the mouse body,
∂Ω the body surface, and A(r, λ) the mismatch coeﬃcient
due to diﬀerent refractive indices across ∂Ω. With an adequate exposure time, a significant amount of bioluminescent
photons can come out of the mouse and can be detected with
the CCD camera. The measured quantity is the photon current on the body surface [21–24]:


 λ) = −D(r, λ) ν · ∇Φ(r, λ)
Φ(r,



(r ∈ ∂Ω),

(4)

where ν denotes the unit outer normal to ∂Ω. Based on (3)(4), a linear system linking a bioluminescent source distribution and the boundary measurement can be briefly expressed
as

B(λ)S(λ)=Φ(λ),

(5)

where S(λ) = {S1 , S2 , . . . , SM }T represents the discretized bioluminescent source distribution, B(λ) = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bM } a
weighting matrix consisting of N-dimensional column vec
tors bk (k = 1, 2, . . . , M), and Φ(λ)
an N-dimensional vector
for the data measured on the body surface. Clearly, Sk bk is

the contribution of the kth source component Sk to Φ(λ).
Then, the BLT problem is to reconstruct Si (i = 1, 2, . . . , M)

This is a typical underdetermined probfrom the data Φ(λ).
lem. As a result, a strong prior knowledge must be incorporated into the reconstruction to overcome the ill-posedness
eﬀectively. Here we propose a multiscale BLT reconstruction procedure to refine permissible source regions gradually and improve image resolution accordingly. Initially, low
resolution BLT can reliably identify clusters of bioluminescent sources. As image resolution of reconstructed bioluminescence sources becomes higher using an iterative procedure, permissible source regions can be better delimited with

min

0≤S≤U
S∈ΩS



2
B(λ)S(λ) − Φ(λ)


W + εη(S) ,

(6)

λ

where U denotes the upper bound for the source to be physically meaningful, ΩS a permissible source domain, η a stabilizing function, ε a regularization parameter, W a weighting
matrix, and V 2W = V T WV .
4.2.

Simulation results

We evaluated the system performance in numerical simulation using a heterogeneous cylindrical mouse phantom. This
numerical phantom of diameter 20 mm and height 20 mm
was designed to mimic the thoracic cavity of a mouse. The
phantom contains four types of materials representing muscle (M), lungs (L), heart (H), and bone (B), respectively, as
shown in Figure 3. The appropriate optical parameters were
assigned to each of the four components as summarized in
Table 1, which were extracted from the literature [17, 25–
27]. The phantom was discretized into 36 000 wedge elements and 19761 nodes. On the side surface of the phantom, 1680 sampling locations were assumed along a number
of virtual rings at diﬀerent elevations. Each ring consisted of
80 sampling locations with sampling distance 0.78 mm. The
distance between the adjacent rings was set to 1 mm for consistence with the interband distance on the rainbow holder.
These rings were in correspondence to the spectral components.
Two bioluminescent sources were embedded in the lungs
of the phantom at (−2.7, −0.28, 10) and (3.26, −2.52, 10),
respectively, as shown in Figure 3. Based on the bioluminescent emission spectrum, three spectral bands were defined as [500, 590] nm, [590, 630] nm, and [630, 750] nm.
Each source had 6.0 nW with the spectral distribution 28%
for [500, 590] nm, 33% for [590, 625] nm, and 39% for
[625, 750] nm. For each sequential image, we assume 3.5
minutes integrating time (total is 56 minutes for 16 images);
and for our multiview and multispectral system, we assume
20 minutes integrating time. A finite element based forward
solver in Matlab was employed to solve the forward problem
on an Intel dual Xeon 2.8 GHz 2 GB memory Dell Dimension
670 machine. Then, we converted the phantom side surface
photon fluence from floating point W/cm2 into photon/cm2
and add the Poisson noise. Finally, we transformed the photon fluence into CCD readings and added the dark current
and the readout noise to form our multispectral datasets.
Finally, we reconstructed the source distribution in the
mouse phantom from the multispectral datasets collected using our proposed system and the counterparts without any
missing photons. The results based on our proposed data acquisition mode demonstrated that the positions of the reconstructed sources were accurately identified within a 1.5 mm
error and the source power values reliably estimated within
a 20% error, as shown in Figure 4. On the other hand, the
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Figure 3: Heterogeneous cylindrical mouse phantom of diameter 20 mm and height 20 mm. (a) The phantom containing four types of
materials for muscle (M), lungs (L), heart (H), and bone (B), respectively, and (b) a transverse section of the phantom with the true source
locations shown as the two red disks.

Table 1: Optical parameters used for the mouse chest phantom [17, 24].
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Figure 4: Bioluminescent source reconstruction from datasets collected using our proposed system. (a) A volume rendering of the 3D
bioluminescent source reconstruction, and (b) a transverse section through the reconstructed sources.
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Figure 5: Prototype of a multiview system consisting of a multiview
mirror system, a mouse holder, and a CCD camera. For illustration
purpose, the four mirrors are colored in white.

counterparts based on the traditional sequential data acquisition mode indicated that the positions of the reconstructed
sources were identified up to a 1.5 mm error and the source
power values estimated up to a 16% error.
4.3. Experiment results
A prototype system with the multiview capability was developed to show the feasibility of our design. Figure 5 shows
the main structure of the system without the rainbow mouse
holder. Figure 6(a) shows the four bioluminescent views
of a mouse captured by the system in the spectral band
[500, 750] nm with 5-minute exposure time. Figures 6(b)
and 6(c) are, respectively, the corresponding red box area
in Figure 6(a) and the corresponding image captured using
our original BLT system (sequential system). Both the images
took the same exposure time and mapped to pseudocolor using the same method. Since the two systems had diﬀerent
fields of view (FOV), the corresponding areas did not have
the same size in the images, and we had to match their sizes
by scaling. Since the sequential system took the image after
the multiview system, the multiview image looks brighter.
Clearly, the two systems produced very similar signals.
5.

(b)

140
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80
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40
20
(c)

Figure 6: Bioluminescence images captured by our multiview system and the sequential system. (a) The four-view image of a mouse
captured by the system in the spectral band [500, 750] nm for 5minute exposure time, (b) the corresponding image delimited by
the red box in (a), and (c) the corresponding image captured using
our original BLT system (sequential system).

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Our system design dramatically improves the throughput of
mouse studies. Although the bioluminescent signal is polychromatic, its variation is slow across the mouse body surface. Hence, the use of the rainbow mouse holder would not
cause any significant information loss, as demonstrated in
our SNR analysis, numerical and experimental studies. It is
well known that the bioluminescence source intensity decays
over time. A sequential system collects various views in each
individual spectral band at diﬀerent times. Thus, we need to
compensate for the signal diﬀerence intrinsic to the sequential collection mode. On the other hand, using the multiview
and multispectral system, we do not have this problem, every
channel is collected simultaneously.
To improve the bioluminescence tomography results, using our proposed system we can capture more views by rotat-

ing the mirror system. For example, we can rotate the mirrors
45◦ to capture 8 views in total. Our system can be refined to
have more than four mirrors surrounding the mouse to acquire more data, and even use a single mirror in the shape
of a truncated cone with its narrower opening attached to
the mounting plate and its side surface making 45◦ with respect to the mounting plate. To capture more photons from
the mouse body surface, our system can be improved using
a more complicated optical design in the same spirit of our
current design. However, it is considered beyond the scope of
this paper.
In conclusion, for the first time we have presented a simultaneous multiview and multispectral data collection system for BLT using four symmetrically arranged mirrors and
a rainbow mouse holder. Our numerical and experimental

Ge Wang et al.
results have demonstrated that bioluminescent signals collected using our new system can produce a similar BLT
reconstruction quality while reducing the data acquisition
time, as compared to that using the sequential data acquisition mode. We believe that our system design represents
a major step forward in the development of BLT and its
biomedical applications. Relevant in-vivo mouse results will
be reported in the future.
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